You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for DELONGHI DNC 65. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the DELONGHI DNC 65 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
This determines the level of humidity in an atmosphere. The capacity of the air to hold water vapour increases with temperature. This is why in our homes, as
soon as the temperature decreases, the vapour contained in the air condenses, as is evident on the colder surfaces in the room, such as the windows, walls etc.
The purpose of a dehumidifier is to remove the excess moisture from the air, avoiding the damage caused by condensation. Experts have established that the
optimum environmental conditions for our well being and for the home are obtained between 40% and 60% relative humidity. With temperatures near 5°C,
you are recommended to heat the room even minimally. With heating, the condensation formed by the water vapour on windows and other cold surfaces
evaporates into the air to be collected by the dehumidifier. Negative ions change the polarity of airborne particles, causing them to magnetically attract
together. As a result, they become too large to remain airborne, and fall out of the air that you breathe in. Negative ions are present in our environment,
wherever we feel the air clean and fresh, especially around waterfalls, ocean surf, rivers and mountains.
@@@@@@@@As with all electrical equipment, whilst the instructions aim to cover as many eventualities as possible, caution and common sense should be
applied when operating and installing this appliance. · This appliance is designed to dehumidify domestic rooms and dry laundry and must not be used for
other purposes. · It is dangerous to modify or alter the characteristics of the appliance in any way. · If the appliance requires repair, always contact a Service
Centre authorised by the manufacturer. Always insist on original spare parts.
Repairs carried out by unauthorised personnel may be dangerous and invalidate the guarantee. · Never allow the appliance to be used by people (including
children) with psychological, physical or sensory impairments or with insufficient experience and knowledge, unless closely supervised and instructed by
someone responsible for their safety. Always supervise children. Make sure they do not play with the appliance. · If the power cable is damaged, it must be
replaced by the manufacturer, an authorised service centre or a qualified electrician in order to eliminate all risk.
· The appliance must be connected to an efficient earth installation. Have your electrical circuit checked by a qualified electrician. · The use of an extension
lead is not recommended, however if it is necessary then follow carefully the extension lead's instructions, and most importantly ensure that the extension lead
is correctly rated in accordance with the appliance being used and NEVER overloaded. · Before cleaning or maintenance operations, always unplug the
appliance from the power socket. · Do not move the appliance by pulling the power cable. · Never use the appliance in very damp rooms (laundries for
example). · Do not use the appliance on sloping surfaces. · Keep the appliance at least 50 cm away from flammable substances (alcohol etc) or pressurised
containers (e.g. aerosol cans).
· Do not rest heavy or hot objects on top of the appliance. · Clean the air filter regularly. · At the end of its working life, consign the appliance to a specialist
collection centre. · The materials used for packaging can be recycled. You are therefore recommended to dispose of them in appropriate waste collection
containers. · Do not use the appliance outdoors. · Do not obstruct the air intake or outlet. @@Do not insert metal objects into the apertures. · Danger!
@@@@@@@@@@· The power socket matches the plug. @@@@@@1.
@@When the appliance is functioning. @@@@@@MIN. 20 cm MIN. 20 cm MIN. 20 cm MIN.
@@@@Do not drop or tilt the appliance. If the appliance falls over, place it upright immediately. @@2) Press the ON/OFF button. @@If it is on, position
the tank correctly or empty it. @@To turn the appliance off, press the POWER ON/OFF button.
@@@@Each time you press the ( comes on (AUTO, MIN, MAX). Auto: to maintain a comfortable level of humidity. Min: for silent operation. Max: to
dehumidify rapidly. NB: The humidity level is maintained at around 55% in Auto mode and the appliance therefore comes on and goes off automatically.
(When a humidity of 55% is reached, the appliance switches into fan mode.) Place the dehumidifier at least than 30 cm from the laundry to be dried. NEVER
place the dehumidifier under the laundry to be dried. To dry the laundry, select the corresponding button. You can choose between two different programmes:
ECON economy function: Use this programme during the summer.
The appliance operates automatically with low energy consumption. turbo mode: use this programme to dry garments rapidly and or during the winter. How
to dry laundry Del ayed shutdown timer Before using this function, make sure the appliance is on. Each time the TIMER button is pressed, the number of
hours the appliance operates changes (2-4-8 hours) When the timer is set, even if the tank full light is flashing, after emptying and repositioning the tank, the
appliance continues to operate for the time left. 16 O p e ra t i o n Ioni ser ENGLISH button. The light comes on and the appliance emits negative ions from
the air button again to interrupt negative ion emission. (The light goes off). Before using this function, make sure the appliance is on. Press the outlet grille.
Press the A large quantity of negative ions are produced, quantitatively similar to those present in environments such as forests or waterfalls.
How to direct the air Press the SWING button to set automatic swing of the deflector, choosing between three types of swing: 1st press (air is delivered
forwards and vertically) 2nd press (air is delivered forwards) 3rd press (air is delivered vertically). Press the SWING button again to stop the deflector in its
current position. 17 Emptying the tank/ C o n t i n o u s e x t e r n a l d ra i n i n g When the tank is full, the appliance stops automatically and the Empty the
tank: tank full light lights up. fig. 2 fig.
3 fig.4 fig.5 1 Extract the tank slowly using the designed grip, holding the appliance firmly (fig. 2). 2 Position the handle of the tank vertically as shown (fig.
3). 3 Remove the lid (fig. 4). 4 Empty the tank (fig. 5). 5 Replace the lid and lower the handle. 6 Put the tank back in the appliance. When the empty tank is put
back, the appliance starts functioning according to the previous settings. The tank full light goes off). Important: Do not remove the float inside the tank.
The float is required to sense when tank is full. Replace the lid correctly before returning the tank to the appliance.When you remove the tank, do not touch
internal parts of the dehumidifier. It could damage the appliance. Push the tank into place carefully. If it knocks against the walls or is incorrectly inserted,
the appliance may not function.
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@@1) Remove the rubber bung from the outlet tube (fig. 6). 2) Fasten the rubber hose to the outlet tube (fig. 7).
@@8). N.B.: Keep the rubber bung. @@6 18 fig.
@@· Never put the machine in water or let the cord or plug get wet. eaning the body · Wipe the appliance body with a damp cloth, then dry. Don't use
abrasives they'll scratch the plastic surfaces. · Never use alcohol or solvents to clean the appliance. eaning the air filter If the filter is dirty, air circulation is
compromised and the efficiency of the dehumidifying and air purifying functions decreases.
It is therefore good practice to clean the filter at regular intervals. The frequency depends on the duration and conditions of operation. If the unit is used
regularly, you are recommended to clean the filter once a week. Removing the filter · Extr.
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